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Motivation

➤ Tremendous growth in speed and memory of parallel
computers making complex simulations possible.
Beowulf clusters are getting cheaper and more
powerful by the day.

➤ Advances in hardware rendering systems and displays
have made realistic Virtual Environments (VE)
feasible.

➤ Combining VEs and complex simulations in real-time
gives us a powerful tool to tackle a new world of
problems [not much work has been done in this area].



Motivation: Wake-vortex hazard

➤ NASA predicts that air-traffic will triple by 2022. If Air
Traffic Control (ATC) systems do not improve
significantly, there might be a major accident everythere might be a major accident every
week!week!

➤ VEs are becoming a very viable choice for future ATC
systems.

➤ Wake-vortex hazard problem is major bottleneck for
airport capacity, and a challenge for ATC.

➤ Wake-vortex prediction for an entire fleet of aircraft
taking-off and landing at a busy airport is a
computationally intensive problem.



Wake-Vortex Hazards

➤ Moving aircraft generate wakes in the form of two
counter-rotating swirling rolls of air, termed wakewake--
vortex pairvortex pair.

➤ These wake-vortex pairs stretch for several miles
behind the aircraft and last for several minutes.



Wake-Vortex Hazards

WakeWake--vortex generated by a Boeing 727 (Courtesy NASA)vortex generated by a Boeing 727 (Courtesy NASA)



Wake-Vortex Hazards

➤ The rapid swirling of air in a vortex can have a
potentially fatal effect on the stability of a following
aircraft.

➤ These vortices are usually invisible making the
problem worse.

➤ The infamous US Air Flight 427 (Boeing 737) disaster
on September 8, 1997 is attributed to this
phenomenon (following a Boeing 727).

➤ So is the recent Airbus Crash in New York (Nov 12,
2001)!



Wake-Vortex Hazard Simulation

➤ A typical metropolitan airport in US is very busy.

➤ Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW) airport (3rd busiest): 7 runways, handle nearly
2,300 take-offs and landings everyday!

➤ For the wake-vortex code to track the vortices shed by an aircraft for 5
miles after take-off, assuming that a vortex code is tracked every 5
meters, 5x1600/5x2=3200 vortex filaments have to be tracked.

➤ For 2,300 take-offs and landings: 3200x2300/24=306,667 vortex
filaments have to be tracked every hour.

➤ An average vortex does not decay before 15 minutes, therefore vortices
due to typically half the take-offs and landings every hour need to be
tracked at any given time. This is roughly 153,333 vortex filaments.

➤ However, the wake-vortex simulation is an O(N2) problem. Even if the
induced velocity effect due to vortices from other aircraft are ignored:
3200^2=10.24 M computations/airplane/timestep.

➤ For 2300 planes/day => 10.24x2300/24/2 = 490.7 M calc/timestep!!



Simulation Modules

➤ Parallel Computing (Vortex-Wake code)

o Beowulf Clusters

o MPI

➤ Real-time Monitoring and Steering

o C++ Computational Steering Library

➤ Virtual Reality

o CAVELib on RAVE



Beowulf Clusters

➤ IHPCA has its own clusters: COCOA (COst effective COmputing Array)
and COCOA-2.

➤ COCOA: 50-proc PII-400 cluster with 12.5 GB RAM, fast ethernet

➤ COCOA-2: 40-proc PIII-800 cluster with 20 GB RAM, dual fast ethernet

COCOACOCOA COCOACOCOA--22



➤ Running a complex program on a high-performance
computing (HPC) system poses major difficulties in
observing output.

➤ Usually, simulation severely limits interaction with the
program during the execution.

➤ Makes visualization and monitoring very slow and
cumbersome (if at all possible).

➤ It the program is run remotely, additional difficulties
arise.

➤ How do we monitormonitor (observe the output) and steersteer
(change the input) for such a program in real-time?

Computational Steering



➤ Software tools that support these activities are called
computational steering environmentscomputational steering environments.

➤ They operate in three phases:

1.1. InstrumentationInstrumentation: Application code is modified to
add monitoring functionality.

2.2. MonitoringMonitoring: Program is run with some initial input
data, the output of which is observed by retrieving
important data about the program’s state change.

3.3. SteeringSteering: Program’s behavior is modified (by
modifying the input) based on the knowledge
gained during the previous phase by applying
steering commands, which are injected on-line.

Computational Steering



➤ Written entirely in C++ using advanced features such as
templates, polymorphism, etc.

➤ A simple C++ class for Client/Server for easy usage
(DataClient/DataServer).

➤ Uses sockets for communication and pthreads for
threading.

➤ Hides most of the complexities involved in the process
from the user.

➤➤ CompactCompact (3500 lines of code), FastFast (extensive use of
templates), PortablePortable (has been tested on Linux/HP-
UX/SunOS/Windows 2000 as of now), MultiMulti--threadedthreaded
(simultaneaous multiple clients supported) and EasyEasy--toto--
UseUse (C++ class, templates and polymorphism).

Computational Steering Library



➤ Challenges:

➤Byte ordering (endianness) among various
architectures (Intel is little-endian, HP-UX/SunOS are
big-endian).

➤Byte alignment problems. Structs are packed in
different ways in different architectures (also by
different compilers on the same OS) and therefore
may not have the same size. This makes
communication of one structure from one to the other
difficult.

➤Handling user defined structures with ease.

Computational Steering Library



➤ Server Side:

➤ Functions for registration of data.

➤ Initializing DataServer class.

➤ Functions for locking data (if necessary)

➤ Client Side:

➤ Initializing DataClient class.

➤ Calling functions.

➤ Has support to pass user-defined structures very easily by defining
functions packStruct() and unpackStruct().

Computational Steering Library



Explain example code from handout

Computational Steering Library



Preliminary Results

A Screenshot of the OpenGL programA Screenshot of the OpenGL program



URL for presentations/code:

http://www.anirudh.net/phd/

Computational Steering Library


